QUOTATION

Quote #: 722457609
Customer #: 057016750
Contract #: 82AGQ
Customer Agreement #: 
Quote Date: 01/07/2016
Customer Name: UNIV OF TENNESSEE

Date: 01/07/2016

Thanks for choosing Dell! Your quote is detailed below; please review the quote for product and informational accuracy. If you find errors or desire certain changes please contact your sales professional as soon as possible.

Sales Professional Information
SALES REP: ALAN HARE PHONE: 1800 - 4563355
Email Address: alan_hare@ dell.com Phone Ext: 80000

GROUP: 1 QUANTITY: 1 SYSTEM PRICE: $1,336.89 GROUP TOTAL: $1,336.89

Base Unit
- Dell Latitude E7470, BTX (210-AETL)
- 8GB (1x8GB) 2133MHz DDR4 Memory (370-ACDD)
- Internal US English Qwerty Backlit Dual Pointing Keyboard (583-BCUS)
- Intel Dual-Band Wireless 8260 AC Wi-Fi + Bluetooth 4.1 Wireless Driver (2x2) (555-BCUZ)
- 256GB M.2 SATA Solid State Drive (400-AHCC)
- W10P-DG7 NB 64 ENG/FRE/SPN (619-AIKP)
- US Order (332-1286)
- Primary 4-cell 55W/HR Battery (451-BBPK)
- No Wireless WAN Card (362-BBBB)
- No Carrying Case (460-BBEX)
- No Mouse (570-AADK)
- Energy Star 6.1 (387-BBKE)
- Intel Dual Band Wireless 8260 (802.11ac) W/ Bluetooth (555-BCMT)
- US Power Cord (450-AAEJ)
- Windows 10 OS Professional Recovery 64bit - DVD (620-AAYW)
- Smart Selection Shipment (S) (800-BBGW)
- Not Selected in this Configuration (817-BBBB)
- Safety/Environment and Regulatory Guide (English/French/Dutch) (340-AGIK)
- Dell Limited Hardware Warranty Plus Service (804-2238)
- Onsite/In-Home Service After Remote Diagnosis 4 Years (804-2240)
- GCC SPL only (389-BCDK)
- Accidental Damage Service, 4 year (973-9195)
- Accidental Damage Service (988-7689)
- Intel vPro Technologys Advanced Management Features (631-AARG)
- No Resource DVD (430-XXYG)
- Fingerprint Reader and Smart Card Reader (Contact and Contactless)
  Palmrest (Dual Pointing), 82 key (346-BBUY)
- Quick Reference Guide (340-AUSC)
- No Option Included (340-ACQQ)
- 6th Generation Intel Core i7-6600U (Dual Core, 2.6GHz, 4MB cache)
  (379-BCFY)
- Intel Core i7-6600U Processor Base with Intel Integrated HD Graphics
  520 (338-BHPP)
- No DDPE Encryption Software (954-3465)
- No Docking Station (452-BBSE)
Directship Info Mod (340-AAPP) 1
Latitude E7470 Smart Select Min Ship (DAO) (340-AQIQ) 1
Fixed Hardware Configuration (998-BSXO) 1
No DP/ESS Software (634-BENZ) 1
Regulatory Label included (389-BEYY) 1
Intel Rapid Storage Technology (409-BBIV) 1
Intel Core i7 vPRO Processor Label (389-BHHF) 1
Intel Ultrabook Label (389-BCVY) 1
Non-Touch LCD Back Cover, WWAN (320-BBRB) 1
35.6cm (14.0") FHD (1920x1080) Non-Touch Anti-Glare LCD with Camera (391-BCFO) 1
Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial (658-BCSB) 1
Dell Power Manager (340-ADFZ) 1
Dell Latitude E7470 (340-AUSB) 1
Dell Data Protection Security Tools Digital Delivery/NB (422-0007) 1
SW,MY-DELL,CRRS (422-0052) 1
Dell Backup and Recovery Basic (637-AAAS) 1
Adobe Reader 11 (640-BBDF) 1
Dell Data Protection | Protected Workspace (640-BBEV) 1
Dell(TM) Digital Delivery Cirrus Client (640-BBLW) 1
Dell Client System Update (Updates latest Dell Recommended BIOS, Drivers, Firmware and Apps),OptiPlex (658-BBMR) 1
Waves Maxx Audio Royalty (658-BBNF) 1
65 Watt AC Adaptor (450-AAYT) 1

*Total Purchase Price: $1,336.89
Product Subtotal: $1,336.89
Tax: $0.00
Shipping & Handling: $0.00
State Environmental Fee: $0.00
Shipping Method: LTL 5 DAY OR LESS

(*Amount denoted in $)

Statement of Conditions
The information in this document is believed to be accurate. However, Dell assumes no responsibility for inaccuracies, errors, or omissions, and shall not be liable for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages resulting from any such error or omission. Dell is not responsible for pricing or other errors, and reserves the right to cancel orders arising from such errors.
Dell may make changes to this proposal including changes or updates to the products and services described, including pricing, without notice or obligation.
This proposal is not intended to create a contractual relationship. Unless expressly agreed otherwise in a writing signed by the parties, all orders by UNIV OF TENNESSEE for Dell products and services shall be subject to Dell's Terms and Conditions of Sale-Direct, which can be found at www.dell.com/terms, and which incorporate Dell's U.S. Return Policy, at www.dell.com/returnpolicy#total. Please read those terms carefully and in their entirety, and note in particular that Dell EqualLogic and EqualLogic-branded products, Dell/EMC and EMC-branded products, PowerVault ML6000 tape libraries, non-Dell-branded enterprise products, enterprise software, and customized hardware or software products may not be returned at any time. Orders also shall be subject to the terms of any applicable service contract(s), which can be found at www.dell.com/servicecontracts.
All information supplied to UNIV OF TENNESSEE for the purpose of this proposal is to be considered confidential information belonging to Dell.
About Dell
Dell Inc. (NASDAQ: DELL) listens to customers and delivers innovative technology and services they trust and value. Uniquely enabled by its direct business model, Dell is a leading global systems and services company and No. 34 on the Fortune 500. For more information, visit www.dell.com.
Privacy Policy
Dell respects your privacy. Across our business, around the world, Dell will collect, store, and use customer information only to support and enhance our relationship with your organization, for example, to process your purchase, provide service and support, and share product, service, and company news and offerings with you. Dell does not sell your personal information. For a complete statement of our Global Privacy Policy, please visit dell.com/privacy.